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This thesis is divided into two parts. The first part will concen­
trate on cell surface characteristics of ICR mouse embryos at different 
preimplantation stages. The second part will discuss the attachment and 
d. · 1 f w3Z h b . . 1 sprea ing potentia o _t __ omozygous em ryos in comparison to norma 
embryos. 
Cell surface adhesiveness, motility, and cell contact behavior are 
intimately associated with morphogenesis. The demonstration of predict­
able patterns of differential embryo-substratum attachment versus 
developmental age provides evidence for morphogenetically important cell 
surface-cell cortex events. 
Jenkinson and Wilson (1973) observed qualitative changes in the 
adhesive properties of eight-cell blastomeres versus trophoblast cells. 
Ducibella and Anderson (1975) reported that the compaction of eight-cell 
mouse embryos strongly suggests significant qualitative changes in 
blastomere surface properties. And Mintz (1971) observed that mouse 
blastomeres achieve their maximum adhesiveness at 8-12 cell stages. 
The objective of the first part of this thesis is to test, in 
vitro, the adhesiveness of different stages of denuded preimplantation 
ICR mouse embryos for the substratum. In the second part, experiments 
are conducted to determine if there are differences in the attachment 
and spreading potential between tw32 homozygotes and normal embryos. 
Studies by Spiegelman (1976), Calarco and Brown (1968) , Granholm and 
h (1978) d h · d. h 12 w3Z d th 1 h 1 Jo nson , an ot ers in icate t at _t_, _t __ an o er et a 
t alleles of the Brachyury or .'.!'_-complex may affect cell surface 
2 
properties. Thus, the objectives of this thesis include the acquisition 
w32 w32 ( ) of cell surface data from mutant (!___j_t _ _  ) as well as normal ICR 
preimplantation mouse embryos. 
3 
LITERATURE REVIEW 
I. Cell Surface Characteristics of Preimplantation Mouse Embryos 
The cell surface is an interface between the cell membrane and its 
extracellular and intracellular environments. Cell surface phenomena 
such as adhesiveness, motility, and contact behavior are intimately 
associated with morphogenetic events including blastulation, gastrula­
tion, organogenesis, histogenesis and others. The cell surface membrane, 
which maintains the integrity of ·the cell, must possess the plasticity 
to undergo the changes associated with morphogenesis (Jenkinson and 
Billington, 1977) . 
There have been several proposed models for the structure of cell 
membranes. Recently, the "fluid mosaic" model (Singer and Nicolson, 
1972) has received general acceptance. In this model, membranes con­
sist of phospholipids arranged in a bilayer manner in which the inte­
gral proteins are envisaged as floating in a sea of lipid capable of 
lateral movement. This ability might be related in part to certain 
characteristic cell surface changes as adhesiveness and motility 
during different preimplantation stages. 
Jenkinson and Wilson (1973) observed qualitative changes in the 
adhesive properties of eight-cell blastomeres versus trophoblast cells. 
A compaction response occurs in eight-cell stage embryos (Ducibella 
and Anderson, 1975; Granholm and Johnson, 1978; Mulnard, 1967) . Mintz 
(1971) found that mouse blastomeres are most adhesive at 8-12 cell 
stages. Burgoyne and Ducibella (1977) apposed two denuded embryos 
together to see if they would be able to aggregate and differentiate 
into double-sized blastocysts. They made a wide range of asynchronous 
stage combinations and found that late morula-early blastocyst combina­
tions would not form aggregates, thus indicating that the cell surface 
had been modified to inhibit aggregation. This inhibition of cellular 
aggregation could stem from the zonular tight junctions between the 
outer cells which formed at the morula stage and sealed together at the 
blastocyst stage thereby preventing aggregation. 
4 
Pinsker and Mintz (1973) reported that cell surfaces of preimplan­
tation mouse embryos possess stage-specific differences in their glyco­
protein components. Other surface moieties are transitorily expressed 
during cleavage. Antiserum produced against mouse primitive terato­
carcinoma cells reveal the presence of surface molecules maximally 
expressed on eight-cell cleavage mouse embryos (Artzt et al. , 1973) . 
Also, an antiserum to the hormone, human chorionic gonadotropin (HCG) , 
detects HCG-like molecules which have peak expressions at morula stages 
(Wiley, 1974). Wiley and Calarco (1975) used anti-blastocyst serum to 
detect a group of cell surface molecules which are embryo-specific, 
stage-specific, and are maximally expressed on eight-cell embryos. They 
reported that the temporal expression of the anti-blastocyst serum­
specific molecules is most likely a result of embryonic genome activity 
and embryo protein synthesis. This is evidenced by both the initial 
synthesis of a major group of proteins (MW 53, 000-57, 000) occurring 
between the 2-4 and 4-8 cell stages of embryo development (Epstein and 
Smith, 1974) and the large shift in the nature of surface glycoprotein 
5 
occurring between the 4-8 cell and blastocyst stages of embryogenesis 
(Pinsker and Mintz, 1973) . Thus, genome activity can determine cell 
surface proteins which are synthesized between 2-8 cell stages and such 
proteins can inhibit anti-blastocyst serum effects. 
Although actual mechanisms that control cell surface changes 
during different preimplantation stages are unknown, some general 
information on embryonic cell surface properties has been obtained. 
Moscona and Moscona (1963) were able to inhibit the adhesiveness and 
aggregation of dissociated embryonic cells by blocking RNA and protein 
synthesis. They suggested that actinomycin D and puromycin may inter­
fere with formation of extracellular materials having specific cell­
binding roles. Sheffield (1970) studied the morphological characteris­
tics of  cell adhesion in embryonic cell reaggregation and postulated 
that an adhesive material may be released on the cell surface to provide 
means of  cell-cell recognition and attachment for histogenetic aggrega­
tion. Moscona (1974) stated that reactions of cell surface components 
with extracellular factors and with other cells often result in the 
generation of cell surface signals which elicit changes in cytoplasmic 
macromolecular synthesis. These changes may in turn affect the cell 
surface and further alter its properties. Roseman (1974) reported that 
one cell surface adhesive process occurs by the binding of carbohydrates 
on apposing cell surfaces to each other via hydrogen bonds or by the 
binding of carbohydrates to the corresponding cell surface glycosyltrans­
ferase. The membrane and glycocalyx act as transducers to external 
stimuli. 
6 
In sunnnary, preimplantation mouse embryos undergo a compaction pro­
cess at the eight-cell stage and are most adhesive at 8-12 cell stages 
(Mintz, 1971) . In addition, immunological studies show that antisera 
produced against primitive teratocarcinoma cells reveal the presence of 
cell surface molecules including those against anti-blastocyst serum, 
all of which are maximally expressed on eight-cell embryos. Thus, the 
maximal expression of these cell surface antigens at the eight-cell 
stage suggests that they may be involved in the compaction and adhesive­
ness changes wh ich also occur at the eight-cell stage. It is not known 
why cell surface macromolecules will change during different stages of 
development. According to Wiley and Calarco (1975) , it is most likely 
the result of embryonic genome activity and embryo protein synthesis. 
Surface macromolecules probably play key roles in cellular differentia-
tion and morphogenesis. 
. w32 w32 12 12 II. Review of �_t __ and �-t- Embryos 
The T mutant lethal mouse has been studied for about 50 years, 
since Dobrovoskaia-Zavadskaia (1927) reported the dominant T mutation 
and showed that it causes spinal abnormalities and a short-tailed 
phenotype in heterozygotes (±f.'.!:_) . Chesley (1935) first analyzed the 
developmental effects of the T allele in mammals and interpreted them 
as demonstrating the existence of causal mechanisms of differentiation 
analogous to those revealed experimentally in lower vertebrates. 
Numerous recessive T-locus "alleles" (tx) have been found in 
linkage group IX of chromosome 17. Usually, mice heterozygous for T 
(±/ .:!) have short tails; heterozygotes for tx (+/ tx) have normal tails. 
Mixed heterozygotes of the form 'J_jtx are tailless. Some tx/ tx mice 
are lethal, and !/ I. are lethal at 10-11 days gestation (Chesley, 
1935). Alleles found in wild populations and exceptions derived from 
them are designated tw and numbered consecutive�y. Alleles found in 
laboratory stocks and their derivatives are also numbered in order but 
without the "w" designation. Exceptions derived from the t6 allele and 
characterized by Lyon and co-workers are designated as th (Sherman and 
Wudl, 1977) . 
7 
Bennett (196 4) reported that the I_ mutation affects chodamesodermal 
tissue, th e primary inductive system of the embryo; primary effects seem 
to be on the "cellular construction of the notochord and on its surface 
properties" (Bennett, 196 4) . It is believed that death of homozygous 
9 9 mutant embryos such as !__I!_ and!/ ! occur as a result of aberrant cell-
cell interaction followed by disorganization and death of specific cell 
types within the embryo (Spiegelman, 1976) .  Bennett (1975) reported 
that_! genes do in fact specify cell surface components which exert 
deleterious effects on the cell membrane. In addition, most T-locus 
mutations have a number of similar general characteristics. For 
example, many_! mutations display a male "segregation distortion" 
resulting in nonrandom_! allele transmission frequencies. In general, 
laboratory stocks and exceptions therein have lower t male transmission 
frequencies than!_ alleles found in wild populations. 
Two types of mechanisms have been proposed to account for segrega­
tion distortion in the t mutants. These include meiotic drive and 
8 
postmeiotic gene activity. Meiotic drive may be defined as any process 
which will cause an unequal distribution of a special chromosome in the 
spermatid. Postmeiotic gene activity is any process which can alter the 
50:50 ratio of .!_-carrying and non .!_-carrying sperm or any physiological 
effects that increase the .!_-carrying sperm's effectiveness during 
fertilization (Sherman and Wudl, 1977) . 
Dunn et al. (1962) raised two hypotheses to explain rare recombina­
tion frequency and crossover suppression in !-locus mice. In the first 
hypothesis a series of spatially separated inversions, each associated 
with a different.!_ lethal, and chromosomal inversions or a series of 
deficient or deleted sections which suppress recombination in regions 
adjacent to them, alter recombination frequency. Complementation occurs 
in certain T-locus alleles. For normal complementation, specific pairs 
of mutants can help each other out or compensate some factors for each 
other. This complementation occurs between different cistrons (Suzuki 
and Griffiths, 1976) . There also exists a second type of  complementa­
tion. Two alleles belonging to the same cistron section on different 
chromosomes can compensate for each other; two alleles can function 
together to form an enzyme which neither can produce by itself (Fincham, 
1966) . 
The.!_ locus, a region of chromosome 17 proximal to the centromere, 
extends from.!_ (Brachyury) to� (tufted) and is characterized by 
variety of t alleles. It may contain seven different complementation 
groups. These groups exhibit at least partial complementation when 
representatives from two different mutant groups are combined in a com-
pound heterozygote. Silagi (1962) conducted experiments on 'J./!:..O x 
T/ t12• The t0 ;t12 offspring is viable. But at 7 days the primitive 
streak of t0;t12 is bulging and asymmetrical, with abnormalities of the 
brain, jaw, eye, and face being visible. This implies that the t0 and 
12 
t alleles occupy different sites in the T region whereby each allele 
9 
is able to supply something the other lacks. However, this complementa-
0 12 tion is not complete, since the site of!__ and _t_ may contain contiguous 
deletions in which a very small deleted area is common to both. 
Exceptional crossovers occur in T-locus mutants. An established t 
allele gives rise to a different one with high frequency (2/ 1000 off­
spring) in all balanced lethal lines. Usually, most!:_ lethal alleles 
suppress regular recombination between _! and a marker gene (tufted) . 
The new t allele arises by a process of exceptional recombination since 
it acquires the marker gene probably by crossing over (Dunn, 1964) . 
Thus segregation distortion, rare recombination frequency, crossover 
suppression, partial complementation, and exceptional recombination are 
general characteristics of  most of the _!-locus mutations. 
12 w32 t and _t __ homozygotes belong to the same complementation group 
of T-locus mutants and show similar abnormalities such as preimplanta­
tion lethality, presence of nuclear lipid droplets and the appearance of 
binucleate cells. They also resemble each other in showing abnormally 
high level of ATP metabolism during early cleavage (Ginsberg and 
Hillman, 1975) and synthesis of neutral lipid which is stored in abnor­
mally large amounts as cytoplasmic lipid droplets from the two cell stage 
onward (Nadijka and Hillman, 1975) . But, Hillman and Hillman (1975) 
reported that tw32 homozygotes undergo developmental arrest at eight-
12 cell to morula stages, and _t_ homozygotes die before implantation at 
about 32 cell morulae or early blastocyst stages (Smith, 1956) . 
. w32 w32 Thus, the time of death of _t __ /_t __ embryos is somewhat earlier 
than tl2/t
l2 • I dd. . . h d . . w32/ 
w32 d n a ition, mitoc on ria in _t ___ t __ can not un ergo 
10 
the normal structural transition to the adult form and often possess 
abnormal crystals (Hillman and Hillman, 1975) . In summary, t12 and t
w3z 
might be different alleles which belong to the same complementation 
group. But so far this hypothesis has not been adequately tested. 
12 _t_ Homozygotes 
Th · 12 · · 1 1 · . b . h e mutation _t_ is particu ar y interesting, ecause it toget er 
· h w32 h 'b · h 1 · . f k l' 1 h 1 wit _t __ ex i its t e ear iest expression o any nown mamma ian et a 
gene (Smith, 1956) . 
12 12 . The phenocritical period of _t_/_t_ is from the 
8-12 cell to the early blastocyst stages. The majority of t12 homozy­
gotes are developmentally arrested as late morula (Smith, 1956) . The 
12 _t_ gene _from heterozygous females is passed on to 50 percent of the 
gamates; heterozygous males transmit t12 in abnormal high ratios (Dunn 
12 and Gluecksohn-Waelsch, 195 3) .  Heterozygous males (+/_t_) would be 
expected to produce 38 percent t12 ;t12 embryos (Smith, 1956; Mintz, 
12 12 . 1963) . From two-cell stages onwards, _t_/ _t_ embryos display cyto-
logical abnormalities. A description of  these abnormalities will now 
be presented. 
At two-cell stages nuclear lipid droplets and fibrillo-granular 
inclusions which are dense agranular intranuclear bodies with fibrils 
11 
12 radiating from them characterize homozygous _t_ embryos (Hillman et al. , 
1970) . Toward the end of the morula stage in normal embryos, the cyto­
plasm is modified from a finely granular condition to a more translucent 
state, and discrete bodies or vacuoles become a prominent cytoplasmic 
feature. Later those cavities become confluent and enlarged forming the 
blastocoel. Then the embryo is considered an early blastocyst. But 
tl2 / t
l2 b d em ryos un ergo only limited formation of the prominent 
spherical vacuoles, and the shift toward cytoplasmic translucency is 
restricted (Mintz, 1964a) . 
Azure B is a special stain used to detect the presence of RNA. 
Observations of the Azure B stained sections indicates that the nucleo­
lar and cytoplasmic RNA fail to increase to the normal peaks for late 
rnorulae (Mintz, 1964a) . 
. 12 12 Mintz (1964b) denuded _t_/ _t_ and normal mouse embryos and placed 
them together to form a mixed embryo. Then she observed the development 
of both normal and mutant blastomeres and found that during cleavage the 
normal ce_lls move more rapidly than do the mutant cells. Also, mutant 
trophoblast cells seem at first to cohere adequately but fail to with-
stand fluid pressure from within the trophoblast cavity as the vesicles 
expand. 
12 
Calarco and Brown (1968) found that the cells of _t_ homozy-
gates appeared more rounded and less closely applied to one another than 
the cells of normal embryos. Some of the mutant nucleoli rounded up, 
and nuclei contained abnormal lipid droplets. In addition, ribosomes 
12 synthesized by _t_ homozygotes may be abnormal, s ince they exist primar-
ily as free ribosomes in the cytoplasm. 
Hillman et al. (1970) found some binucleate cells in t
12 ;t1
2 
embryos at eight-cell stages. This might be an indication that the 
mutant blastomeres cannot undergo normal cell division thus causing 
the cells to appear binucleate. 
Ginsberg and Hillman (19.75) studied ATP metabolism of normal and 
12 12 12 12 _t_/_t_ embryos. They reported that _t_/_t_ embryos have excessive 
12 
rates of ATP metabolism up to cleavage stages immediately before the 
stage of lethality (late morula) ; upon reaching the phenolethal period, 
ATP metabolism falls below control level. 
Wudl and Sherman (1976) studied S-glucuronidase activity in normal 
and mutant preimplantation embryos. No differences in synthetic capa­
bility occurred between control and experimental populations prior to 
the morula stage. Between morula and blastocyst stages, a subpopulation 
of embryos within the experimental group (presumed t12 homozygotes) 
abruptly ceased S-glucuronidase synthesis. The conclusion from these 
· · h 12 h d h b d 1 experiments is t at _t_ omozygotes un ergo a rat er a rupt eve op-
mental arrest during the morula-to-blastocyst transformation. 
Bennett (1964) suggested that either defective RNA synthesis or the 
abnormal control or function of one or more of the nucleolar organizers 
caused by the t12 deletion are factors contributing to the lethality of 
the embryos. Contradictory to Bennett's hypothesis, Hillman (1972) , 
using 3H-5-uridine to label different stages of development of normal 
and mutant embryos, found that there exists no differences between these 
two groups of embryos in terms of either the amount or the distribution 
of the incorporated RNA precusor at any cleavage stage. Thus, there 
may be other factors which contribute to the lethality of the t
12 
homozygotes. 
In 1 . t 1 . 1 b 1 · . . .bl . 
12 / 
12 
cone usion, cy o ogica a norma ities are visi e in _t __ t_ 
13 
embryos as early as the two-cell stage. Homozygous mutants usually 
undergo further embryonic development, until they reach the late morula 
or early blastocyst stage, upon which they die. Factors contributing to 
the lethality of homozygous mutant embryos are not known. Sherman and 
Wudl (1977) consider £2 to be a cell lethal; all blastomeres in mutant 
embryos simultaneously succumb to its adverse effects. But Bennett 
(1975) suggests that t12 is a developmental lethal, wherein the defect 
might specially occur in certain cells at specific developmental times. 
Although precise origin of t12 lethality is unknown at present, a number 




w32 homozygote is a closely related mutant to the t • 
w32 _t __ Homozygotes 
w32 Mouse embryos homozygous for _t __ have a lethal period ranging from 
8-12 cell stages to late morula stages. Most of the embryos die as 
early morulae. 12 
w32 The t and _t __ homozygotes are very similar, because 
they exhibit (1) preimplantation lethality, (2) presence of nuclear 
lipid droplets and excessive cytoplasmic lipid, (3) binucleate cells, 
and (4) a similar chronology of degenerative changes (Hillman and 
975) 1 h h . · 1 12 d 
w32 h d"ff f Hillman, 1 • A t oug simi ar, _t_ an _t __ omozygotes 1 er rom 
each other in some respects. For instance, the developmental interval 
33479C 
AKO A 
IVE SI L\BRAR 
12 w32 in which lethality occurs differs between homozygous _t_ and _t _ _  
embryos. w32 On the one hand, the _t _  homozygotes arrest between eight-
12 cell and the morula stages, whereas_t_ homozygotes arrest between 
eight-cell and early blastocyst stages. 12 w32 t and _t _ _  homozygotes also 
d . ff . th t th 12 / 12 b · · 1 · 1 · i er in a e _t _ _  t_ em ryos contain intranuc ear inc usions 
. w32 w32 (fibrillo-granular inclusions) , while the _t _ _  / _t _ _ embryos do not. 
12 w32 Differences between the t and _t _ _  homozygotes also include mito-
14 
chondrial structures. w32 The mitochondria of some _t _ _  homozygotes do not 
undergo normal structural transition which typifies the late four-cell 
and early eight-cell mouse embryos. Normal mitochondria at these stages 
should be either round or ovoid, have arc-shaped cristae, and contain a 
1 d . A 1 b f w3z . h 11 1 1 d ess ens� matrix. arge num er o _t _ _  eig t-ce , ear y moru a, an 
late morula embryos contain only round mitochondria with an electron­
dense matrix. Additionally, some tw3z homozygotes also have mitochon­
dria which contain crystalline inclusions (Hillman and Hillman, 1975) . 
. 12 w32 w32 Finally, _t_ and _t _ _  homozygotes differ in that _t _ _  homozygotes ex-
h . b . . f ATP b 1 . 1 1 h · 1 12 i it excessive rates o meta o ism at ear y moru a stage w i e _t_ 
homozygotes exhibit this abnormality at late morula stages (Ginsberg 
and Hillman, 1975) . 
Granholm and Johnson (1978) and Granholm et al. (1977) studied twJZ 
w32 w32 homozygotes and found that _t _ _  /_t _ _  embryos either fail to undergo a 
normal eight-cell compaction or become uncompacted as 16-cell or early 
morula embryos. Abnormal compaction was associated with excess cyto-
plasmic lipids at eight cell stages (Granholm and Johnson, 1978) . 
Cellular membranes of some arrested mutant blastomeres are obviously 
15 
less closely applied to each other than those of normal (nonmutant) 
blastomeres. Within some presumed mutant embryos which did not undergo 
normal eight-cell compaction, peripheral blastomeres are round, and in 
some cases, completely excluded from the embryos (Johnson, 1976) . 
w32 12 In surmnary, _t __ and _t_ alleles belong to the same complementation 
12 
group (_t_, Bennett, 1964) . They are similar in some characteristics, 
w32 12 but there are still several differences between t and _t_ homozy-
gotes. They might be different alleles of the T-locus or, they may be 
the same allele which under different environmental conditions produces 
different phenotypes in order to adjust to different environments. 
Although precise causal factors of lethality are not known at the 
12 w32 present time, t and _t _ _  mutant genes have been correlated with cell 
membrane abnormalities, cytoplasmic modifications (excess lipids) , nu­
clear irregularities (nuclear lipid and fibrillo-granular body 
inclusions), and with embryo death prior to the blastocyst stage. 
16 
MATERIALS 
Embryos for the first experiment were obtained from matings 
between HA/ICR mice, a Swiss-Webster strain purchased from Sasco, Inc. 
of Omaha, Nebraska. Original .!_g/t
w32 + (T tufted/tw3z wild) mice of 
strain BT BR TF/Nev - .!_/t
w32 
were obtained from :>r . Dorthea Bennett of 
Cornell Medical College. These mice were then mated with Balb/cJ mice 
c?1._;tw32 x I;-+/+) , yielding offspring of two different genotypes: ±JI 
and ±)tw32 • According to Chesley and Dunn (1936) , at the time of birth 
Brachyury mice (±/T) have tail lengths ranging from one-eighth to seven­
eighths the length of their normal littermates. Thus, mice having short 
tails (less than 6 . 0  cm) were put into +/'];_ (Brachyury) groups, while 
1 'l d (> 6 0 ) . · h ±J 
w32 
G norma tai e - • cm mice were put into t e _t __ group. enotypes 
w32 of all normal-tailed males (±J_t __ ) used for mating were confirmed by 
test matings with Brachyury females. 
Embryos for the second experiment were obtained from matings 
.;:1 w32 0 w32 w32 ( . between o·±_;_t __ x 
1 
+/_! (control) and ±J_t __ x ±}_t __ experimental) . 
In the control cross, four kinds of offspring are expected: ±J!, ±J±, 
±Jt
w3z and .!ftw3z with all four genotypes yielding viable offspring. 
In the experimental cross, there are three possible genotypes, i. e . ,  
w32 The _t __ homozygotes are lethal mutants which 
die between the morula to early blastocyst stages of development. 
According to Granholm and Johnson (1978) , about 40 percent of the 
w32 w32 embryos in the experimental cross are lethal mutants (�_t __ ) .  
Therefore, about 60 percent of the embryos in the experimental cross 
can be expected to be normal. 
17 
All mice were maintained in a controlled 21°c environment in which 
they were subjected to a cycle of sixteen hours light followed by eight 
hours of darkness. Mating was assumed to take place mid way through 
the dark cycle at 0200 (2 A. M. ) .  Hours post coitum were calculated 
from that time. 
DIFFERENTIAL ATTACHMENT OF PRONASE DENUDED CLEAVAGE, MORULA 
AND BLASTOCYST STAGE ICR MOUSE EMBRYOS IN  VITR0
1 
2 3 Ker Hwa Tung and Nels H. Granholm 
South Dakota State University 
18 
RUNNING TITLE: TUNG AND GRANHOLM - DIFFERENTIAL ATTACHMENT OF PRONASE • • •  
ABSTRACT: 
The demonstration of predictable patterns of differential embryo­
substratum attachment versus developmental age provides evidence for 
morphogenetically important cell surface/ cell cortex events. The 
objectives of the present study were to: (1) test the effects of 
pronase treatment and zona pellucida removal on subsequent preimplan­
tation development, (2) test adhesiveness or affinity of denuded 
embryos for the substratum versus developmental stages, and (3) follow­
ing attachment, test the spreading ability of postblastocyst stages 
from the original uncompacted, semicompacted and compacted eight-cell 
groups. 
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Embryos were treated with 0. 25% pronase for 10-12 minutes to 
remove zonae pellucidae, put in BMOC-3 (Brinster's solution) for a two 
hour recovery period, transferred to BMOC-3 + 10% FCS (fetal calf 
serum), and scored at specific intervals for developmental success and 
attachment. 
Results show that after pronase treatment, denuded embryos under­
went a developmental lag but appeared to develop at the control rates 
upon recovery. From four-cell stages onward, embryos did not attach 
at all until semicompacted eight-cell stages. Embryos apparently 
acquired the attachment potential at eight-cell stages. Later as 
morulae, embryos began to lose their affinity for the substratum as 
judged by their deattachment. No differences were found between the 
spreading ability of postblastocyst embryos from the original uncom­
pacted, semicompacted and compacted eight-cell groups. These studies 
show that preimplantation blastomere surface adhesiveness and/or 
attachment potential differ at different preimplantation stages. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Cell surface phenomena such as adhesiveness, motility, and contact 
behavior are intimately associate with morphogenetic events including 
blastulation, gastrulation, organogenesis, histogenesis and others. 
Differential cellular adhesiveness and the adhesion recognition response 
represent key components of cellular differentiation and therefore 
morphogenesis. Although data have been generated on changing patterns 
of embryonic cell adhesiveness in non-mannnalian vertebrates (Trinkaus, 
1969) , no systematic studies have been conducted on preimplantation 
mammalian blastomeres. However, some interesting data on preimplanta­
tion mouse blastomere adhesive behavior have been published. 
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Jenkinson and Wilson (1973) observed qualitative changes in the 
adhesive properties of eight-cell blastomeres versus trophoblast cells. 
The compaction response of eight-cell mouse embryos (Ducibella and 
Anderson, 1975; Johnson and Granholm, 1977; Mulnard, 1967) certainly 
suggests significant qualitative changes in blastomere surface proper­
ties. Mintz (1971) reported that mouse blastomeres achieve their 
maximum adhesiveness at 8-12 cell stages. 
Moscona (1974) stated that reactions of cell surface components 
with extracellular factors and with other cells often result in the 
generation of cell surface signals which elicit changes in cytoplasmic 
macromolecular synthesis; these changes may, in turn, affect the cell 
surface and further alter its properties. Roseman (1974) reported that 
the cell surface adhesive process may occur by binding of carbohydrates 
to the corresponding c�ll surface glycosyltransferase. The membrane 
and glycocalyx act as transducers to external stimuli. 
Finally, preliminary results in this laboratory on the attachment 
of  pronas£ denuded cleavage stage mouse embryos indicate a pattern of 
differential cell surface adhesiveness. Oliver and Granholm (1976) 
found that in comparison to four- and eight-cell uncompacted and 
blastocyst embryos, blastomeres of compacted eight-cell embryos had a 
higher affinity for themselves and the substratum. 
The purpose of the present study is to confirm preliminary results 
of Oliver and Granholm (1976) and to discover new information on cell 
surface properties of  pre- and early postimplantation mouse blastomeres. 
Our precise objectives were to: (1) test the effects of pronase 
treatment and zona pellucida removal on subsequent preimplantation 
development by determining: 
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(a) differences in developmental rate and developmental success 
between denuded (treated with pronase) and control preimplantation 
mouse embryos, 
(b) the most gentle or least disruptive pronase treatment to 
remove zonae pellucidae, and 
(c) if pronase-induced developmental phenomena do exist, to 
recognize and interpret these effects. 
(2) Test adhesiveness or affinity of  denuded embryos for the substratum 
versus developmental stages; i. e. ,  uncompacted, semi-compacted, and 
compacted eight-cell embryos, and (3) following attachment, test the 
spreading ability of the three different groups. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Part I 
ICR females (Sasco, Inc. of Omaha, NE) were superovulated with PMS 
and HCG (Granholm and Brenner, 1976) . Females were placed with ICR 
males at 2000 and checked for copulatory plugs before 1000 the following 
morning. Fertilization was considered to have occurred during the 
middle of the eight hour dark cycle at 0200, and hours post coitum 
(hpc) were calculated from that time. 
Oviducts of  pregnant females were flushed with Brinster's BMOC-3 
medium (Grand Island Biological Company) at 54, 60 and 66 hpc. 
Recovered embryos were separated into uncompacted, semi-compacted and 
compacted eight-cell embryo groups based on scoring criteria of  
Ducibella and Anderson (1975) and put into Falcon tissue culture 
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dishes (#3001) . Clarity of blastomere membranes and ease of individual 
blastomere identification is readily apparent in uncompacted eight-cell 
embryos. Embryos were considered to be compacted, if  limiting membranes 
of all eight blastomeres could no longer be individually detected. The 
semi-conpacted group contained embryos of intermediate morphology. 
Each of the three experimental groups were treated with 0. 25% 
pronase in Earle's balanced solution + Na2co3 for 10-12 minutes to 
remove zona pellucida (0. 025 g pronase in 10 ml Earle's balanced solu­
tion + Na2co3, procedure modified from Mintz, 1962) . Then the denuded 
embryos were rinsed in BMOC-3 three times to rinse off excess pronase. 
After rinsing in BMOC-3, embryos were transferred into fresh BMOC-3 
solution for a two hour recovery period. Finally, embryos were trans­
ferred into BMOC-3 + 10% FCS (fetal calf serum) and cultured in a 37°c 
incubator which contained 5% co2 in air. Each o f  the three control 
groups were put in Earle's balanced solution + Na2co3 for the first 
10-12 minutes, then treated identically to the experiment groups. 
After pipetting embryos into BMOC-3/ 10% FCS, they were scored for 
attachment, spreading, and developmental progress at two hour intervals 
over the initial part of the experiment. Then, scoring occurred every 
six hours until 132-133 hpc. Scoring criteria o f  Granholm and Brenner 
(1976) were used; morulae possess more than eight blastomeres but no 
blastocoelic spaces. Early blastocysts contain blastocoelic spaces 
within or between blastomeres. Midblastocysts (MB) have approximately 
half their total volume occupied by a central blastocoelic cavity. In 
definitive blastocysts (DB) , the blastocoel occupied approximately 
four-fifths of the total embryo volume. 
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Prior to scoring, culture dishes were placed on a clinical rotator 
(Fischer, No. 11405) , rotated at 80 oscillations per minute for one 
minute in crder to insure standardized shaking treatments of all groups 
at all stages. Preliminary experiments were performed by rotating 
groups of uncompacted eight-cell embryos at 60, 80, 100, 120 oscilla­
tions/min for one minute and scoring for attachment at 78-79 and 82-83 
hpc (Table 1) . These observations revealed that attached embryos 
were shaken from the substratum at 100 and 120 oscillations per 
minute but were not affected at the lower oscillation values. Thus 
the shaking treatment of 80 oscillations per minute for one minute was 
chosen. 
Part II 
In order to determine differential attachment rates of denuded 
mouse embryos versus different developmental stages, we selected four­
cell, uncompacted eight-cell, compacted eight-cell, morula and blasto­
cyst stage embryos. Embryos within each of the five groups were 
denuded (Mintz, 1962) and transferred to Falcon dishes containing 
BMOC-3 + 10% FCS (following the same methods as Part I) . After the 
embryos had been cultured for six hours they were removed from the 
incubator, put on the clinical rotator to shake for one minute at 80 
oscillations per minute, and scored both for developmental stage and 
attachment. Since one of  the objectives of the study was to determine 
TABLE 1. Deat tachment o f  embryos1 versus oscillation ampli tude2 
Oscil lation Ampli tude ( Oscillations per minute) 
Experimental Groups 60  80 100 120 
At 7 8-79 hpc 
% at tachment before oscillation 85% 3 90% 90% 90% 
( 17/ 20 )  ( 18/20)  (18/ 20) ( 18/ 20) 
% at tachment after oscillation 85% 90% 85% 85% 
(17/20) ( 18/ 20 )  ( 17/ 20) (17/ 20) 
At 82-8 3 hpc 
% at tachment before oscillation 90% 90% 9 0% 9 5% 
( 18/ 20 )  ( 18/ 20) (18/20) (19/20)  
% at tachment af ter oscillat ion 90% 90% 85% 9 0% 
( 18/ 20)  ( 18/20 ) ( 17/20 )  (18 /20 )  
1. ICR embryos denuded at 5 9  hpc as uncompacted 8-cell embryos. 
2. Fischer clinical rotator oscillated at 60, 80, 100 and 120 oscillations per minute for one 
minute. 




the attachment rate of different stages, each attached embryo was ob­
served under the stereomicroscope to determine its precise develop­
mental stage. Some of the embryos in uncompacted eight-cell groups had 
developed into compacted eight-cell stages prior to attaching; these 
were not counted as embryos attached per original stage (Table 4 ) . 
Finally, we compared the percent attached as originally staged embryos 
and the percent attached regardles s of stage at attachment between each 
different group (Table 4 ) . 
RESULTS 
Part I 
The effects of pronase treatment and zona removal on subsequent 
preimplantation morphogenesis were as sessed by comparing developmental 
rates of denuded and non-denuded (control) embryos. Data indicate that 
denuded embryos experienced a developmental lag following pronase treat­
ment but appeared to develop at the same rate upon recovery from pro­
nase. If. the experimental group were shifted two hours ahead and then 
compared with the controls (e. g. , compare experimentals at 62 hpc with 
controls at 60 hpc) , a series of chi-square analyses of each two hour 
developmental intervals (12 comparisons per group) showed that develop­
mental rates of both groups were not different at the P=0. 05 level. 
Tables 2 and 3 and Figure 2 present data on attachment and spread­
ing, respectively of denuded uncompacted, semi-compacted, and compacted 
eight-cell embryos. Four complete replications for each of the three 
experimental groups were conducted. Attachment data for all groups 
TABLE 2 .  Pe rcent  at tachmen t of  denuded  eigh t-cell  ICR emb ryos 
Time (hours 
pos t  coi tum) 
6 6-6 7a 
7 2- 73 
78- 79 
84-85 
9 0-9 1 
102-103 
114-115 
Uncomp ac ted  
8-cell  group 
14 . 7+5 . 9  b 
( 10/68) 
45 . 6+4 . 6  
(31/68)  
79 . 4+11. 9 
( 5 4/68)  
79 . 4+11 . 9 
( 54/68 )  
79 . 4+11 . 9 
( 5 4/68)  
5 4 . 4+5 . 6  
( 3 7/68) 
5 0 . 0+5 . 3 
( 34/68) 
Semi compacted Comp ac te d  
2
C 
8-cell  g roup 8-cell  group X 
17 . 0+2 . 8  0 . 1 
(9 /53) 
37 . 7+o . 9 15 . 2+4 . 6  6 . 3* 
( 20/53) ( 7  .46 ) 
58 . 5+4 . 3  15 . 2+4 . 6 15 . 6 ** 
(31/53) ( 7  /46 ) 
58 . 5+4 . 3  15 . 2+4 . 6  15 . 6 * *  
(31/53)  (7 / 46 ) 
58 . 5+4 . 3  15 . 2+4 . 6  15 . 6* *  
(31/53) ( 7 /46 ) 
32 . 1+2 . 7 6 . 5+3 . 3  15 . 1* 1c 
( 17/53) ( 3/46 ) 
32 . 1+2 . 7 6 . 5+3 . 3  13 . 3**  
( 17/53) ( 3/46 )  
� o  emb ryos wi th in any group at tached  p ri o r  t o  6 6  hpc . bEach entry repre sen ts  means of  comb ined d at a  from f our  replica­
t ions + st andard e r ro rs . Chi square analysis  of the four rep l i cat i on s  
wi thi n-each g roup reve aled no di f fe rences at  P=0 . 05 .  
*P < 0 . 05 
* 1-P < 0 . 01 
2 7  
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TABLE 3. Percent spreading of denuded eight-cell embryos 
Treatment Replications Combined 
Group Time (hpc) 1 2 3 4 Data 
114-115 8 . 3  o . o  o . o  o . o 2 . 9 
( 2 /24) (0 /15) (0 / 20) ( 0 /9)  ( 2 /68) 
Un compacted 126-127 12 . 5  13 . 3  15 . 0  22 . 2  14 . 7  
eight-cell (3/24) ( 2 /15) ( 3 /20) ( 2 /9) (10 /68) 
132-133 20 . 8  33 . 3  20 . 0  33 . 3  25 . 0  
( 5 / 24) (5  /15) ( 4 /20) (3/9)  (17 /68) 
114 -115 o . o o . o  6 .6 o . o  1 . 9  
(0 /14) ( 0/ 8 )  ( 1/15) ( 0 /16) (1/ 53) 
Semi-compacted 126-12 7 14 . 2  12 . 5  33 . 3  31 . 2  24 . 5  
eight-cell ( 2/14)  (1/8) ( 5 /15) ( 5  /16) (13/53) 
132-133 35 . 7  25 . 0  33 . 3  31 . 2  32 . 1  
( 5 /14) ( 2 /8) ( 5 /15) ( 5  /16) (17 /53) 
114-115 o . o  o . o 8 . 3 9 . 0 6 . 1  
( 0 / 15 )  ( 0 /5)  c /12) ( 1/11) ( 2 /33) 
Compacted 126-12 7 30 . 0  20 . 0  16 . 7  2 7 . 2  33 . 3  
eight-cell ( 5  / 15) (1/5) ( 2 /12) ( 3/11) (11/33) 
132-133 30. 0 20 . 0  16 . 7  2 7 . 2  33 . 3  
( 5 /15) (1/5) ( 2 /12) (3/11) (11/33) 
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Fig. 1. Denuded uncompacted, semi-compacted and the attached 
compacted eight-cell ICR mouse embryos 
a. Uncompacted eight-cell mouse embryo at 56 hpc . Note the distinc­
tiveness of individual blastomeres (x900) . 
b. Semi-compacted eight-cell mouse embryo at 56 hpc . Note the clarity 
of blastomere membranes and ease of individual blastomere identifi-
cation (x900) . 
c. Semi-compacted eight-cell mouse embryo at 64 hpc (x900) . 
d. Attached compacted eight-cell mouse embryo at 78 hpc. Note the 
limiting membranes of all eight blastomeres can no longer be 










Figure 2. Per�ent attachment of pronase denuded uncompacted,
1 
semicompacted, and compacted3 eight-cell ICR mouse embryos 
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· U S C U S C 
66-67 72-73 
U S C 
78-79 
U S C 
84-85 
U S C 
90-91 
U S C 
102-103 
U S C 
114-115 
H 
. 4 ours post coitum 
1uncompacted embryos denuded at 54 hpc, first observation 
2
made at 56 hpc, and first embryo attachment at 66 hpc . 
Semicompacted embryos denuded at 60 hpc, first observation 
3
made at 62 hpc, and first embryo attachment at 64 hpc . 
Compacted embryos denuded at 66 hpc, first observation made 
4at 68 hpc, and first embryo attachment at 72 hpc . Fertilization was assumed to have occurred at 0200 and hours 
post coitum (hpc) were calculated from that time. 
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are plotted in Figure 2. In the uncompacted group 14. 7% (10 /68) had 
attached at 66-67 hpc; maximum attachment of 79. 4% (54/68) _was achieved 
at 78-79 hpc. Embryos within the semi-compacted group were denuded at 
60 hpc; at 66-67 hpc 17. 0% (9 /53) had attached, and a maximum attachment 
of 58. 5% (31/53) was achieved at 78-79 hpc. Maximum attachment within 
the compacted group was achieved at 72-73 hpc; 15. 2% (7/46) of the 
compacted embryos attached after being denuded at 66 hpc. 
Data from the four replications were static _ ically tested; no 
significant differences (chi-square, P=0. 05) between replications 
within groups were found. However, there were h ighly significant 
embryo attachment differences (P<0.01) between uncompacted, semi-com­
pacted and compacted eight-cell embryos (X2 analysis of combined data, 
see Table 2) . 
Following the period of maximum attachment, embryos within all 
three groups remained attached until 90-9 1 hpc. Between this time and 
the next scoring interval at 102-103 hpc, many of the embryos become 
deattached (Table 2 and Figure 2) . At 114-115 hpc some attached embryos 
began to outgrow (Table 3) . Observations on trophoblast outgrowth were 
made until 132-133 hpc. Statistical analysis of  data in Table 3 re-
vealed no significant differences either between replications within 
2 individual groups or between groups (X , P=0. 05) . 
Part II 
Each group had 34 embryos. After the first six hours post pronase 
treatment, only a certain number of the embryos still remained as 
originally staged embryos. Among those which still remained as origin-
ally stages embryos, the compacted eight-cell group had 18. 8% (3/ 16)  
attached, and the morula group had 11. 1% (1/9) attached. 
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At ten hours post pronase treatment, only the compacted eight-cell 
group had one embryo attached which still remained in its original 
stage. However, if all the embryos attached regardless of the stage 
when they attached were counted, then uncompacted eight-cell groups had 
2 . 9% (1/ 34 )  embryos attached, compacted eight-cell group had 35 . 3% 
(12/ 34)  attached, and morula groups had 2 . 9% (1 ,4 ) attached (see Table 
4) . None of the embryos within original four-cell and blastocyst groups 
attached. 
These data indicate that embryos within some of the original groups 
can attach at their original stage, e. g. , embryos within the original 
compacted eight-cell group. However, embryos within the uncompacted 
eight-cell group had to wait until they mature to semi-compacted or 
compacted eight-cell stages before they will attach. Within the blas­
tocyst group, the embryos have lost their attachment ability already; 
none of the original blastocyst embryos attached. Statistical analysis 
(Footnotes 3 ,  Table 4 )  showed significant differences of the total 
percent attached regardless of stage at attachment at ten hours post 
pronase between five different groups (X2, P<0. 0 1) . 
DI SCUSSION 
Part I 
Results show that pronase treatments, although causing a develop­
mental lag of eight-cell embryos do not affect subsequent preimplanta­
tion morphogenesis (X2, P=O. OS, two hour adjustment of experimental 
TABLE 4 .  Percent attachmen t of  preimplantation ICR mouse  emb ryos measured for  10 hours following 
pronase t rea tmen t 
P reimp lan ta tion s tage when p ronased 
Parame ter  measured 
Number of emb ryos per original group 
Percen t remaining as originally s taged 
emb ryos s ix hours pos t pronase 
Pe rcen t at tached as original ly s taged 
embryos six hours pos t pronase2 
Pe rcen t remaining as originally s taged 
embryos ten hours pos t pronase 
Pe rcent at tached as originally s taged 
emb ryos ten hours pos t pronase 
Total pe rcen t at tached as original ly s taged 
embryos a t  ten hours pos t pronase 
Total percen t at tached regardless  o f  s tage
3 at attachmen t a t  ten hours pos t p ronase 
4-ce ll  
34  
26 . 5% 










( 0  / 34 )  
uncom­
p ac ted 
8-ce ll  
34  
44 . 1% 
( 15 / 34)  
0% 
( 0  / 15 )  
26 . 5% 





2 . 9% 
( 1/34 )  
com­
pac ted
1 8-cell  
34  
4 7 . 1% 
( 16 / 34 )  
18 . 8% 
( 3 / 16 )  
2 . 9% 
( 1/ 34 ) 
100 . 0% 
( 1/1) 
11.8% 
( 4 / 34 )  
35 . 3% 
( 12 /34)  
morula 
34 
26 . 5% 
( 9  / 34 )  
11 . 1% 
( 1/9 ) 
2 . 9% 
( 1/ 34 )  
0% 
(0/ 1) 
2 . 9% 
( 1/34 )  
2 . 9% 
( 1/34 )  
early  
b l as to cys t 
34 
32 . 4% 
( 11/ 34 ) 
0% 
(0  / 11 )  
20 . 6% 
( 7  / 34 )  
0% 
(0/ 7 )  
0% 
(0/34 )  
0% 
(0 / 34 ) 
�Compacted group con tains semicompac ted as we ll  as compac ted 8-cell  s tage s . 
2 A chi square analys is  o f  the f ive groups reveals no s ignif icant di f ferences ( X  = 6 . 30 ,  nonsig-
3 
nif icant) . 2 
A chi square analys is o f  the five groups reveals highly s igni fican t  d i f ferences (X  = 48 . 7 7 .  
P<0. 01) . 
w 
� 
data) .  Mintz (1962) reported that under her experimental conditions , 
pronase had no effects on embryos. Thus attachment phenomena observed 
in this study were largely independent of pronase effects. 
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Denuded cleavage stage embryos will not attach until blastomeres 
start compaction. So, rates of attachment which may reflect blastomere 
adhesiveness in semi-compacted eight-cell embryos are different from 
other stages. Compaction is the period of maximum attachment. This 
observation agrees with the findings of Mintz (1971) who reported that 
8-12 cell mouse blastomeres achieve their maximum adhesiveness and 
Oliver and Granholm (1976) who reported that four-cell and eight-cell 
embryos did not attach until after compaction had begun. 
Bryson (from Cole and Paul , 1965,  p. 118) investigated zona removed 
embryos and found that morulae do not go through a blastocyst stage 
after they have attached and flattened on a filter; thus "implanted" 
morulae do not form trophoblast and ICM. Oliver and Granholm (1976) re­
ported that embryos did not attach until after compaction had begun; 
once attached , embryos formed blastocoels. 
In the present experiment , development of attached embryos proceed­
ed normally as judged by comparison of control and experimental data. 
Embryos developed into blastocysts ; as blastocyst differentiation contin­
ued, some of the embryos became deattached. One possible reason for 
deattachment is that during blastocyst differentiation the accumula-
tion of blastocoelic fluid and subsequent cavitation may require the 
embryo to assume a spherical shape thus becoming deattached. Alterna­
tively, blastomere attachment to filters (Bryson, from Cole and Paul , 
3 6  
1965, p. 118) may be stronger than to Falcon plastic substrata. 
Following the period of maximum attachment (Table 2) , unattached 
embryos did not attach until definitive blastocyst stages. Apparently 
factors favorable for embryo attachment at· eight-cell and early morula 
stages are no longer present at late morula stages. However, definitive 
blastocysts were observed to attach and spread (Table 3) . Since 
definitive blastocysts possess well differentiated trophoblast cells, 
the nature of the adhesive properties between trophoblast cell and 
substratum may be qualitatively different from those between eight-
cell embryo blastomeres and substratum (Jenkinson and Wilson, 1973) . 
Maximum attachment percentages for un-, semi-, and compacted groups 
of 7 9.4, 58. 4, and 15 . 2  reveal that those properties wh ich promote blas­
tomere-substratum attachment are functional to a greater degree in un­
and semi-compacted versus compacted eight-cell embryos. Presumably one 
of those properties is blastomere surface adhesiveness. Embryos 
pronased at four-cell stages will not attach, until they become semi­
compacted; their maximum attachment value was 66. 6%. Late morulae and 
early blastocysts will not attach following zona removal until the 
period of normal in vivo implantation (i. e. ,  at 120 hpc in vitro) .  
Part II 
In th is part of the experiment the attachment rate of four-cell, 
uncompacted eight-cell, compacted eight-cell, morula , and blastocyst 
stage embryos were determined over a ten hour interval following pronase 
treatment. Data showed that four-cell and early blastocyst groups did 
not have any embryos attached after ten hours of incubation. But if 
embryos within the original four-cell group kept on developing until 
16 hours post pronase treatment, some of the embryos attached. Thus 
attachment potential and/or cell surface adhesiveness changes at 
different stages. Blastomere surfaces appear to be most adhesive at 
semi-compacted to compacted eight-cell stages. Before eight-cell 
stages, embryos have not achieved the ability to attach to the sub­
stratum. After blastomeres compact at eight-cell stages, they start 
losing the attachment ability. Although mechanisms that control this 
phenomena are unknown, differential blastomere adhesiveness appears to 
be closely related to the compaction response. Perhaps extracellular 
material having specific cell-binding roles can control attachment, 
or perhaps cells can produce an adhesive factor which will be released 
at certain stages. Recently, Artzt et al. (19 73) , Wiley (1974) , and 
Wiley and Calarco (19 75) have studied certain cell surface antigens 
which are stage specific, and in some cases, maximally expressed on 
surfaces of eight-cell embryos. Accordingly, such antigens might be 
one factor which may determine blastomere surface adhesiveness and 
embryo-substratum attachment. 
I n  summary, blastomere surface adhesiveness and/or attachment 
potential changes at different stages. Several factors relate to 
these changes, but the actual mechanisms are unknown. 
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ABSTRACT: 
Usually, mouse embryos will undergo an eight-cell compaction 
response and develop into morulae. During compaction, blastomere sur-
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face adhesiveness appears to reach a peak. w32 But _t _ _  homozygotes of the 
T-complex of chromosome 17 in the house mice die as morulae; there is 
w3 2 evidence that _t __ homozygotes do not undergo a normal compaction 
process. 
The objective of this experiment was to compare cell surface 
adhesiveness (as reflected by whole embryo attachment and spreading 
rate to the substratum) of twJZ homozygotes to nonmutant littermates 
1. This research was supported by the South Dakota State University 
Agricultural Experiment Station (SD 7 37) ,  NIH Grant No. HD 08631 
and the Lalor Foundation. It has been approved for publication as 
Journal Series No. by the Director, Agricultural Experiment 
Station, South Dakota State University. 
2. Botany-Biology Department, South Dakota State University. 
3. Electron Microscope Laboratory, South Dakota State University, 
Brookings, South Dakota 57007.  
and other T-locus control embryos. Control embryos were obtained from 
. b -,. w32 o matings etween D±f_t _ _  x �.±J..'.!:,; embryos for experimental groups were 
b . d f w32 w32 . o taine rom ±) _t _ _  x ±)_t _ _  inter � matings. Pronase (0. 25%) was 
used to denude embryos which were then cultured in BMOC-3 + 10% FCS 
and scored for attachment and spreading at certain intervals. 
w32 This experiment confirmed that the _t _ _  mutant gene causes abnor-
1 11 1 . . . w32/ 
w32 b bl d ma ce u ar interaction in _t __ _ t __ em ryos; astomeres un ergo a 
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kind of dissociation from each other and spread on the substratum prior 
to 115 hpc. Control embryos also attached, but spreading did not occur 
until 115 hpc - the time of normal " in vitro implantation" .  
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INTRODUCTION 
Eight-cell preimplantation embryos have undergone three cleavage 
divisions. At this stage, blastomeres form new junctions (Ducibella 
et al. , 1975) , and compaction begins. Cells of eight-cell embryos 
have specific cell surface characteristics such as adhesiveness 
and motility. If pronase is used to denude the embryos at early 
eight-cell stages, they start attaching to the substratum at 66  hpc 
and achieve their maximum attachment at 78-80 hpc. Development in 
attached embryos procedes normally into blastocyst stages. As blast­
ocyst differentiation continues, some of the embryos become deattached. 
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One possible reason for deattachment is the accumulation o f  blastocoelic 
fluid; subsequent cavitation may require embryos to assume spherical 
shapes and become deattached. 
Following the period of maximum attachment , unattached embryos will 
not attach until late definitive blastocyst stages ( 115-125  hpc) . 
Definitive blastocysts will attach and spread; this process has been 
termed " in vitro implantation", because it mimics implantation in utero. 
Lethal mutations in the .'.£_ region of chromosome 17 in the house 
mouse cause death at specif ic stages of embryonic development. Bennett 
( 1975) suggested that death of homozygous mutant embryos m ight be the 
results of aberrant cell-cell interaction followed by disorganization 
and death of specif ic cell types within the embryo. Spiegelman (1976) 
9 reported that the mutant gene !._ affects components of  the cell surface 
which serve as devices for adhesion-recognition during cell-cell inter­
action causing abnormal cell association. Bennett ( 1975)  reported that 
"t" genes do in fact specify cell surface components wh ich exert their 
deleterious effects at the cell membrane. A progressive series of  
changes at  eight-cell stages including interdigiting microvilli, circu­
lar specialization seen on smooth surface, and cell compaction were 
observed by Calarco and Epstein (1973) . However, Hillman et al. (19 7 0) 
12 found that degenerating cells of _t_ homozygotes neither form junctional 
complexes nor possess interdigiting microvilli. The two alleles t12 and 
w32 t are considered to have cl osely related phenotypic effects. 
d h ( 1978) f d . d  . f  w32 h Granholm an Jo nson oun one way to i enti y _t _ _ omozy-
. h 1 1  w3Z h d t d 1 gotes at e1g t-ce stages; _t __ omozygotes o no un ergo a norma 
► 
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eight-cell compaction process. When 50% of the embryos from experiment-
1 t . (_±/ tw32 x w32) a ma ings ±}_t __ are compacted, 89. 2 %  of the uncompacted 
w32 experimental embryos are _t __ homozygotes (Granholm and Johnson, 1978) . 
Cellular membranes of some arrested mutant embryos are obviously less 
closely applied to each other than those of normal ones. Within pre-
w32 w32 sumed mutants (_t __ / _t _ _  ) peripheral blastomeres are round, and in some 
cases, completely excluded from the embryo (Johnson, 1976) . 
The purpose of the present study is to compare the cell surface 
adhesiveness, as reflected by whole embryo attachment and spreading to 
w32 the substratum, of _t __ homozygotes to nonmutant litter-mates and 
control T-locus embryos. 
MATERIALS AND METHODS 
The maintenance, origin, recovery, and culture of ±/ t
w32, _±/ !_ and 
w32 w32 _t __ / _t __ mice have been outlined (Granholm and Brenner, 1976; Johnson, 
1976) . Control and experimental groups for this experiment are derived 
w32 as follows. Experimental matings were made between proven ±/ _t __ males 
w32 w32 and ±../ _t __ females . Control matings were made between proven .±}_t __ 
males and .±/.! females. Both groups were superovulated with 10 I . U .  PMS 
and HCG (Granholm and Brenner, 1976) . Females were placed with +/ tw3z 
males at 20: 00 and checked for copulatory plugs before 10 : 00 the follow­
ing morning. Usually fertilization occurs around the middle of eight 
hour dark cycle. According to the sixteen hour light/eight hour dark 
cycle, fertilization occurs at 2: 00 a. m. , and hours post coitum (hpc) 
are calculated from that time. 
Oviducts of pregnant females were flushed with BMOC-3 at 54 hpc. 
Embryos were put into Falcon tissue culture dishes and treated with 
pronase (0. 25% pronase) for 10-12 minutes (Mintz, 1962) to denude 
control and experimental groups. Embryos were then rinsed in BMOC-3 
three times, placed in BMOC-3 for a two hour recovery period, and 
transferred to BMOC-3 + 10% FCS (GIBCO) . Embryos were incubated at 
37°c and gassed with a mixture of 5% co
2 
in air. 
The embryos were scored at 64-65, 68-69, 74-75, 80-81, 86-87, and 
102 -103 hpc for attachment, spreading and development. Prior to 
scoring, culture dishes were placed on a clinical rotator (Fischer, 
No. 11405) , rotated at 80 oscillations per minute for one minute (page 
24 of this thesis) . If embryos were not shaken from the substratum, 
they were considered as attached. Photographs of normal and mutant 




In both control and experimental groups, data were summarized from 
seven independent experiments. Chi-square analyses were used to test 
the differences between replications . No significant differences (X2 
test, P=0. 05) between the replications within groups were found. There­
fore, data were pooled (Table 1) . Denuded embryos began to attach at 
64 hpc . Maximum attachment rates were achieved at 80 hpc. In  control 
embryos 82 . 9% (63 /76) attached; in the experimental group 74. 8% (83/111) 
of the embryos attached. A series of chi-square analyses of each deyel-
TABLE 1 .  Percen tage of  emb ryo-sub s t ratum a t tachmen ta in tw ) Z  con t rol  and experimen tal ma tingsb 
Time (hours 







Con trol  
6 ±_/ tw 3 2  X 5/- ±_/'!_ 
9 . 2 ( 7 / 76)
c 
13 . 2 ( 10 / 76) 
50 . 0 ( 38 / 76) 
82 . 9 ( 6 3 / 76) 
75 . 0 ( 5 7 / 76) 
47 . 4 (36 / 76) 
Ex�e rimen tal 
±_/ tW 2 X ±_/ tw32 
14 . 4 ( 16 / 111) 
2 3 . 4 ( 26 / 111) 
5 2 . 2 ( 5 8 / 111)  
74 . 8 ( 8 3 / 111) 
59 . 5 (66 / 111) 
12 . 6 ( 14 / 111) 
2 X Ob served 
1 . 1 
3 . 0  
0 . 1  
1 .  7 
3 . 8* 
2 8 . 4** 
aAt tachment re fe rs to those embryos which remained rounded, a t tached to the subs tratum but  
did no t spread. 
bsummary of data from seven independen t expe riments . 
*P<0 . 05 
**P<0 . 0 1 
CAt tached number of  emb ryos out o f  the total number  o f  emb ryos in each group . 
� � 
opmental interval showed that before 86 hpc attachment rates of both 
groups were not different at the P=0. 05 level. 
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From 80 hpc onward some of the embryos in the experimental groups 
flattened and spread on the substratum. Blastomeres of abnormally 
spreading embryos underwent a kind of dissociation, but cell numbers did 
not increase. The diameter of these spreading embryos is much larger 
than the control attached embryos. Nonmutants in experimental groups 
and control embryos did not spread until they began in vitro implanta­
tion, i. e. ,  expanded blastocysts shed their zonae pellucidae and 
implanted in vitro at 115-130 hpc. At this time, ICM (inner cell mass) 
and trophoblast components were both present. In contrast, some 
embryos in the experimental group started spreading at 80 hpc. During 
the spreading process blastomeres appeared to dissociate and spread on 
the substratum. Also, ICM or trophoblast components were not present 
(see Figure 3). From 86 hpc onward comparison of the attachment rate 
of the embryos which remained rounded and attached to the substratum 
but did not spread showed significant differences between control and 
experimental groups (X2, P<0. 05 and P<0. 01, Table 1) . 
Additional data are reported in Table 2 which provides information 
on spreading of presumed twJZ homozygotes. Embryos in both groups 
started attaching at 64 hpc. By 80 hpc, both groups achieved maximum 
attachment rate. No significant differences (X2 test, P=0 . 05) between 
the two groups were found. Until 102 hpc, embryos in the control group 
developed into blastocyst stage (18. 4% early blastocysts, 10. 5% mid­
blastocysts, 52. 6% definitive blastocysts) . However, 47. 4% (36 /76) of 
45a 
the control embryos remained rounded and attached to the substratum as 
compared to 12 . 6% (14/111) of the experimental embryos (P <0. 01) . And 
0% (0 /76) versus 49. 5% (5 5 /111) of the embryos remained as morulae in 
control and experimental matings respectively. Finally, although none 
of the control embryos were judged as spread at 102 hpc, 36. 9% (41/111) 
of the experimental embryos had undergone an abnormal flattening and 
spreading (P<0. 01) . 
I 
I "  
Ii 
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Fig. 1. Attached and spread control (� ±}t
w32 x Sj ±J'S) 
. w32 w32 and expe r1.men tal ( + /_t _ _  x ±f_t __ ) embryos 
w32 w32 a. Presumed !__J_t __ mutant embryo at 96 hpc (x367) . 
b. w32 w32 Presumed �_t __ mutant embryo at 96 hpc. Note there is no ICM 
or trophoblast. The blastomeres at the peripheral border start 
dissociating, and hyaloplasmic fans (arrow) become discontinuous 
(x36 7) • 
7 






Fig. 1. (Continued) 
w32 w32 c. Presumed _t _ _  /_t _ _  mutant embryos at 102 hpc. Note two enlarged 
blastomeres (arrow) which resemble vacuoles (x367) . 
d. Control embryo at 120 hpc. Note ICM with trophoblast surrounding 
it. Cells of the embryo appear to be continuous with one another 
and do not have a dissociated appearance. 
7 
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TABLE 2 . Emb ryo-sub s tratum attachmen t and spreading of  tw 3 2  homozygous lethal and normal 
emb ryos 
Number of emb ryos cul tured 
Ini tial emb ryo attachment  (hpc) 
1 Pe rcen t a t tachmen t at 80 hp c 
Embryo s taging ( pe rcent at  102 hpc )  
Degenerate 
Mo rula 
Early Blas tocys t 
Mi d Blas tocys t 
De fini tive Blas tocys t 
Pe rcen t at tachment at 102 hpc 
Pe rcen t deat tachment f rom 80 un til  102 hpc 
3 Pe rcen t spreading a t  102 hpc 
Con t rol 
ct ±_/ tW32 X it- ±f_!_) 
76 
64 
82 . 9 ( 6 3 / 76 )  
18 . 4 ( 14 / 76 )  
0 . 0 ( 0/ 76 )  
18 . 4 ( 14 / 76 ) 
10 . 5 ( 8 / 76) 
5 2 . 6  (40/ 7 6 )  
4 7 . 4 ( 36 / 76 ) 
35 . 5 ( 2 7 / 76 )  
0 . 0 (0/ 76)  
Expe rimen tal  
(+/ tw32 x +/ tw 3 2 ) - -- - --
1 1 1  
64 
74 . 8 ( 8 3 / 111 )  
6 . 3 ( 7 / 111 )  
49 . 5 ( 5 5 / 111) 2 
1 . 8 (2 / 1 11 )  
3 . 6 ( 4 / 1 1 1) 
38 . 7 ( 4 3 / 1 1 1 )  
12 . 6 ( 14 / 1 11 ) ** 
6 . 3 ( 7 / 11 1) 
36 . 9 ( 4 1 / 111 ) ** 
�Embryo attachmen t reached a maximum for bo th groups at  80 hpc . 
3
of  the 55 embryos in this group , 41 had spread over the subs t ra tum . 
The type of  spreading is quali ta tive ly di f fe rent from tha t  observed when expanded 
b las tocys ts shed the i r  zona pel lucida and imp lant in vl_�ro at  1 15-1 30 hpc . 
**P<0 . 01 
l../1 
0 
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DISCUSSION 
Comparison of attachment during the first 2 6 hours (from 54-80 hpc) 
of development between control and experimental group shows no signifi­
cant differences (X2 test, p<0. 05, see Table 1) . According to previous 
experiments, embryos were most adhesive at semi-compacted eight-cell 
stages. During this stage they achieved maximum embryo-substratum 
attachment. Following semi-compacted stages, cell surface adhesiveness 
d d I h . 1 (+/t
w32 w32) 40% ecrease . n t e experimenta cross x ±)_t __ , o of  the 
w32 w32 embryos were assumed to be !___J_t __ homozygotes; they do not undergo 
normal eight-cell compaction processes (Granholm and Johnson, 1978) and 
die at morula-to-blastocyst stages (Bennett, 1964) . According to 
. w32 w32 present observations, presumed �_t __ embryos attached to the sub-
stratum, but when non-mutant littermates or control embryos underwent 
. w32 w32 normal compaction and developed into morulae and blastocysts, _t __ /_t __ 
embryos were never observed to develop into blastocyst stages. They 
flattened down on the substratum showing spontaneous or gentle dissocia­
tion (see Figure 3a, 3b) , and some of the blastomeres became abnormal 
resembling vacuoles (see Figure 3c) . Finally the embryos died. These 
observations suggest that components of the cell surface that serve as 
devices for adhesion-recognition during cell-cell interaction are 
w32 disturbed by the _t _ _  gene and result in abnormal types of cell asso-
ciation (Spiegelman, 1976) . 
5 2  
w32 In summary, the _t __ mutant gene appeared to affect cell surface 
w32 
adhesiveness . Homozygous _t __ embryos could not undergo normal compac-
tion, and their blastomeres dissociated from each other as they spread 
on the substratum. Reasons for these phenomena are unknown. Perhaps 
w32 the _t _ _  gene affects cell membrane components such as some extra-
cellular materials which have specif ic cell binding roles (Moscona and 
Moscona, 1963) . Some adhesive materials released on the cell surface 
to provide means of �ell-cell recognition and attachment for histo-
t .  . ld b ff d b  h w32 h · h · gene ic aggregation cou e a  ecte y t e _t __ gene c anging t eir 
functions (Sheffield, 1970). Or twJZ may affect the structure of cell 
surface carbohydrates thought to be responsible for the binding of 
apposing cell surfaces to each other via hydrogen bonds (Roseman, 
1974). Also, twJZ may a ffect one or more cellular metabolic 
mechanism (s) causing abnormalities like nuclear lipid droplets and 
excessive cytoplasmic li pids. The appearance of binucleate cells in 
some mutant blastomeres, abnormally round mitochondria with an 
electron ·dense matrix at late four-cell stages, excessive rate of 
w32 w32 
ATP metabolism at early morula stage, or other _t __ /_t __ symptoms 
w32 (Hillman and Hillman, 1975) might result from the primary t 
biochemical lesion. 
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DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 
Objectives of this thesis were to test and compare normal versus 
w32 w32 lethal mutant _t _ _  / _t _ _  cell surface adhesiveness as reflected by whole 
embryo-substratum attachment during preimplantation development. 
According to previous reports, Mintz (1962) stated that under her exper­
imental conditions, pronase had no observable effects on embryos, when 
she used pronase to digest the zona pellucida. Mintz (1971) found that 
mouse blastomeres achieved their maximum adhesiveness at 8-12 cell 
stages . Ducibella and Anderson (1975) suggested that the compaction 
response of eight-cell mouse embryos was closely related to qualitative 
changes in blastomere surface properties. Calarco and Brown (1968) 
w32 w32 observed that the blastomeres of arrested _t _ _  / _t _ _  morulae appeared 
to be less closely applied to each other than those of the controls. 
w32 Granholm and Johnson (1978) found that _t __ homozygotes did not undergo 
a normal eight-cell compaction process. 
According to this investigation, we confirmed: (1) after pronase 
treatment, the denuded embryos experienced a developmental lag but 
appeared to develop at a normal rate upon recovery from pronase, (2) at 
different stages, denuded embryos showed different adhesiveness as 
reflected by whole embryo-substratum attachment rates; blastomeres 
showed maximum adhesiveness at semi-compacted to compacted eight-cell 
w32 w32 stages, and (3) presumed _t _ _  /_t _ _  homozygotes underwent a type of 
spreading qualitatively di fferent from "in vitro implantation" of 
definitive blastocysts. 
54  
Analyses of intact embryo-substra tum attachment rates showed that 
there are s tatistically significant differences between different 
preimplantation stage embryos. This work also indicates that presumed 
w32 w32 !__/ _t __ homozygotes can at tach like normal embryos . However following 
w32 w32 at tachment, presumed �_t __ embryos will undergo abnormal spreading . 
Markert and Ursprung (1971) discussed abnormal development and 
cancer. They reported that when normal cells transform into metasta­
sizing neoplasms, cell membranes became less adhesive, enabling the 
neoplastic cell to dissociate from the surrounding cells and to 
infiltrate other organs. Our experiments confirmed that blastomere 
surface adhesiveness and/ or attachment potential changed at different 
w32 stages. Also, present observations suggest that the _t _ _  mutant gene 
can affect mechanism(s) which might relate to cell surface adhesiveness 
and cause the blastomeres to undergo a spontaneous dissociation at the 
morula stage. Thus the present study contributes to al understanding 
of T-complex developmental genetics . An understanding of precise 
mechanisms of tw32 expression may also be helpful in characterizing 
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